
Sheltered Woodland Edge Plot
in Pretty Hamlet with Full

Planning Consent

Plot Two
Horndean, TD15 1XJ



This sheltered woodland edge plot lies on the edge of this pretty Berwickshire Hamlet

which is within easy reach of Berwick where there is good rail connections via the

main East Coast line as well as good road connections to Edinburgh and Newcastle.

Extending to approximately 0.21 there is full planning consent on the plot for a

sizeable family home, ideal for the individual builder looking for an opportunity to

create a one off family home that are rarely available on the market to purchase. 

LOCATION
Horndean is approximately eight miles from Berwick-upon-Tweed off the B6461

Berwick – Kelso road. Local shops are available over the Border crossing at Norham

while Swinton lies some six miles distant and includes a Hotel Restaurant, Primary

School and Church.

DIRECTIONS
Travelling from Swinton on the B6461 Berwick Road, continue for approximately six

miles; ‘Horndean’ is signposted off the main road to your right. As you enter the

hamlet of Horndean a large timber gate to your right opens onto a gravelled driveway

which gives access to the building plot.

PLOT
With full planning consent to build a sizeable detached family home over two levels,

this is an ideal opportunity for those seeking a quiet, yet established location.

Properties of this nature rarely come to the market for sale and as such, for the

individual builder or a developer this is a great opportunity for them to create a

desirable property which has been well considered. The plans allow for a double

storey house which provides a lovely, sociable semi open pan layout on the ground

floor with a lounge/family/dining room extending from the front to the rear of the

building. This room would have direct access to the gardens whilst the kitchen

provides plenty of space for every day family dining. The utility room and the

downstairs cloakroom both provide useful ground floor facilities. For those that

require it, the 5th bedroom is located on the ground floor and could easily be utilised

as a home office if preferred. 

The upper level provides four double bedrooms, family bathroom and an en-suite

shower room to the master room. 

The plans allows for an adjoining garage which is connected to the main house via a

rear lobby. The drive will ensure plenty of private parking whilst the gardens will

extend around the building.

PLANNING CONSENT 
The planning consent and associated documents can be viewed online via the Scottish

Borders Council Planning portal using reference number 18/00438/FUL

The developers contribution for this plot has already been paid. 

SERVICES
The drainage to the plot is private drainage and is shared with the adjoining property.

This is already in place. Mains water and electricity are both available nearby. The

access drive to the plot is also already in situ. 

VIEWING 
To arrange a viewing contact the selling agents, Hastings Property on 01573-225999-

lines open until 10pm 7 days a week.

MARKETING POLICY
Offers are invited and should be submitted to the Selling Agents, Hastings Property

Shop, 28 The Square, Kelso, TD5 7HH, 01573 225999, Fax 01573 229888.  The seller

reserves the right to sell at any time and interested parties will be expected to

provide the Selling Agents with advice on the source of funds with suitable

confirmation of their ability to finance the purchase.

All measurements are approximate and are taken at the widest point. Whilst these

particulars have been carefully prepared, no guarantee is given as to their accuracy

and they shall not form part of any contract to follow hereon.
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